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CUSTOMIZING NEXTGEN
EHR QUICK VIEWS
WHAT IS AN EHR QUICK VIEW?
Quick View is a feature introduced in NextGen5.8 UD2 to enable users to see historical and current patient
information from two side panels that can slide out while documenting on templates. These side panels or tabs
“generate a document” in real time. This document can be saved and attached to the patient’s chart.
There are 2 types:
Summary View – Displays a summary of the selected patient’s historical data.
Quick View – Displays a summary of the selected patient’s current encounter.
These tabs are refreshed when a template in the encounter is saved.
The information in these tabs is displayed using a SQL Stored Procedure and a XSLT style sheet.
Quick View comes with a default stored procedure for each type and style sheets for various specialties, however
you can only specify one Summary View and one Quick View for each specialty.

HOW DOES QUICK VIEW WORK?
First, a file reference to the folder containing the stylesheets is specified in System Administration – Universal
Preferences. Next, the SQL Stored Procedure and the XSLT stylesheet are specified in EHR under Admin – Quick
View Settings.

Once a patient is selected, the user then clicks View – Quick View Bar to make the tabs visible. Currently, this
setting is not “remembered” by NextGen.
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Now, the panel sliders or tabs are visible on the left side of the screen.

When an EHR user clicks to slide out one of the Quick View panels, EHR executes the specified SQL Stored
Procedure for the specialty selected on the Home page and the user instantly sees the Quick View.
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Behind the scenes, the SQL Stored Procedure first creates a temporary table as a holding place to assemble the
requested data. A SQL query is built to select the desired data from the NextGen database tables. The query is then
executed to insert the data into the temporary table. The temporary table is queried to present the data as an XML
document.
XML (Extensible Markup Language) is a markup language defining a set of rules for encoding documents in a text
format both human-readable and machine-readable. It creates a structure for sharing data between different
applications, in this case between the NextGen database and the EHR application. While the XML code is readable
by a human, it still isn’t in the optimal format for the end user.
XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations) is a language for transforming XML documents into other
formats, such as HTML for web pages. The Quick View panel is essentially a web page made up of HTML code, so
the XSLT file works with the XML data file to present the data in the optimal format for the end user.
The entire process works in real time. Additionally, the end user may have the Quick View panel pinned open. In
this case the panel is refreshed whenever a template is saved and the database tables are updated.
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CUSTOMIZING QUICK VIEW
Some providers may feel the default versions of Quick View give either too much information or don’t give the
most useful information, so you may want to customize the SQL Stored Procedure and the XSLT stylesheet to
better meet their needs. This requires knowledge of SQL, XML, XSLT and HTML. I have created a simplified example
to show the basic components.
SQL STORED PROCEDURE
Decide specifically what data fields you want to display and which NextGen data tables the fields reside in. Create a
temporary table with a column for each data field.
CREATE TABLE
field1
field2
field3
field4
field5

#temp_table (
VARCHAR(max) NULL,
VARCHAR(10) NULL,
VARCHAR (10) null,
DATETIME,
int NULL

)
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Declare a variable to store the SQL query you will create in the next section. You may want to create a test query
and run it in SQL Server Management Studio to assure the query works as intended. The query will SELECT data
from the NextGen Database and INSERT INTO the temporary table. Note the Enterprise ID, Practice ID, Person ID,
Encounter ID and Enterprise Chart are passed into the SQL Stored Procedure as parameters.
DECLARE @my_sql NCHAR(4000) = ''
SELECT @my_sql =
'INSERT INTO #temp_table
(
field1,
field2,
field3,
field4,
field5
)
SELECT
data1, data2, data3, data4, data5
FROM
ng_table
WHERE
ng_table.enterprise_id = @p_enterprise_id AND
ng_table.practice_id = @p_practice_id OR @p_ent_chart = ''Y'')AND
ng_table.person_id = @p_person_id'
Next, execute the query.
EXEC sp_executesql @my_sql
,N'@p_enterprise_id CHAR(5),
@p_practice_id CHAR(4),
@p_person_id UNIQUEIDENTIFIER,
@p_enc_id UNIQUEIDENTIFIER,
@p_ent_chart CHAR(1)',
@p_enterprise_id = @v_enterprise_id,
@p_practice_id
= @v_practice_id,
@p_person_id
= @v_person_id,
@p_enc_id
= @v_enc_id,
@p_ent_chart

= @v_ent_chart

The temporary table is now populated, so the next step will select from the temporary table to create the XML
document.
SELECT

field1
field2,
field3,
field4
field5
FROM #temp_table
ORDER BY field4 DESC,
FOR
XML PATH ('MyXMLRecord'),
ROOT('MasterDocument'),
TYPE
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XML DOCUMENT
The SQL query found 3 records, so the resulting XML document will look like this.

Note the XML document is not stored, so for debugging purposes, you can manually execute your SQL Stored
Procedure in SQL Server Management Studio and examine the resulting XML document and save it to a file if
desired.
XSLT STYLESHEET
XSLT is a declarative programming language written in XML. The statements in the XSLT stylesheet transform each
element in the XML document into HTML elements with the desired formatting (e.g. font, color, margins, spacing,
etc.) This transformation is executed in memory and can be simple or quite complex.
Here is a basic style sheet to transform the XML into a basic table.
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The resulting display looks similar to this example.
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QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT WHEN CONSIDERING CUSTOMIZING A QUICK VIEW
•
•
•
•

What specific data do the providers want to see?
How should the data be sorted?
How should that data be formatted?
Do you have the technical skills to customize the components?
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